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PROJECT TITLE(S) 

 
Choose any one out of the ten project options given below: 

 

 

1. The effect (social, economical and environmental) of flood in flood prone areas of India 

2. Prepare a list of recyclable materials and habits which you use in your daily life to 

promote sustainable development. (Maximum 8 in details) 

3. Prepare a short report on poor drainage system in specific parts of Kolkata (through 

survey method). 

4. Prepare a list of any disaster (natural or manmade) happened in India since the last 25 

years and their effects on human health and surrounding environment. 

5. Prepare a short report on wetland, list of wetlands present in India and their importance in 

our daily life. 

6. Prepare a short report on renewable energy technologies of India in last 5 years. 

7. Prepare a short report on the flora/fauna of Indian Sundarbans and their importance to 

mankind. 

8. Prepare a short report on Environmental movements of India (Maximum 8 in details). 

9.  Prepare a short report on waste management system of Kolkata. 

10. Prepare a short report on endemic flora/fauna of India. (Maximum 8 in details) 



GENERAL INSTRUCTION 

 

 The students have to submit the hand-written projects (maximum 12-15 pages) only. 

 Printed version will not be accepted. The project should be written on A4 sheet 

preferably. If not available, use any white sheet. 

 Every page must be margined properly. 

 No plastic channel files will be accepted. Project must be stapled and the stapled pins 

are to be sealed with sticking tape properly before submission. 

 The project work is expected to be neat and tidy. 

 You may use any coloured pen except red colour. 

 Either you can paste your own clicked photographs or image source will be properly 

mentioned if pictures are taken from the internet. 

 After writing the whole project, scanned it and make a single pdf. Upload the pdf in this 

google form (https://forms.gle/VL1LCb2TZzVB2Jkb6), within 30th May,2023. 

 The submitted project must be concise. 

 

The students are expected to divide the project into various sections mentioned below: 

PROJECT FORMAT 

1. Cover page with the project title, Student’s name, CU roll number and CU registration 

number, Semester, Department (Honours or General). 

2. Contents 

3. Introduction 

4. Aims and objectives 

5. Materials and methods. 

6. Results & Discussion 

7. Conclusion 

8. Acknowledgement 

9. References 
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